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vance of noticing how exactly to put them back together. But it started a lifelong
appreciation for the beauty
of mechanical antiques, particularly those associated
bout 40 years ago, a
with the writing trade.
kid from the suburbs of
So here I am, decades
New Jersey roamed the leafy later, far away from New Jersteets in the late evening
sey, plying the writing trade
hours of a Sunday -- “garbage on behalf of those machines,
night” in that neck of the
and we who appreciate them
woods -- with his best friend so much. I’m honored to be
by his side. Together, they
taking over the editorship of
engaged in what they called
this journal from a long line
“junk picking”: a nice word
of distinguished predecesfor rummaging through your sors who have set the bar
neighbors’ trash.
very high. I took over this
On that one particular
job pretty much on a moSunday, just as they were
ment’s notice, and, though
about to turn around and
I’ve been an editor for many
call it a night, the kid saw a
years, had to quickly learn
coal-black gleam from the
how to be an art director
bottom of an old carton at
too. It’s taken a bit of time
the curb. Lifting the one tat- to learn design software on
tered box lap, he saw a word the ly, so I beg your indulspelled out in worn gold let- gence for this issue’s late arters in the darkness: Royal.
rival in your mailbox.
That was all it took. Long
It’s been a long, long winlive the king! He claimed
ter here in North America.
dibs, lifted the old boat anHere’s hoping we all have
chor of a typewriter in his
pleasant collecting days
arms, and headed home.
ahead. Now excuse me --it’s
That was it: my irst typegarbage night, and I need to
writer. It soon succumbed
take a little stroll.
to my innate desire to take
-- E.N.
things apart, slightly in ad-
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Newfound source material indicates the existence of the Sun Standard No.1

by Ed Neuert
professionals.
I was particularly excited to
ind that the issue of TPW I
held in my hands contained what
Typewriter & Phonographic World
(TPW), I eagerly set about paging was stated as the irst published
appearance of the Blickensderfer
through its contents. The TPW
was, for almost 30 years, among
Electric Typewriter, in advance
the top U.S. trade magazines in
of its debut at the Pan-American
the oice products area. Founded Exposition in Bufalo. So interin 1885 in New York City as the
ested was I by this piece that I
hen I was fortunate
W
enough to acquire an
original copy of the May 1901

Martin Howard’s Sun No.2 clearly shows its ink reservoir and metal typeslugs.

Phonographic World by a crusty
character named Enoch Newton
Miner, TPW was, until it was
subsumed by the Stenographer in
1913, read widely by stenographers, typists, and oice managers, as well as the merchants who
catered to the needs of those

gave only scant notice to another
article announcing the appearance of the Sun Standard. After
all, I thought, we already knew
everything there was to know
about the Sun. Only later did I
focus on the Sun text and realize that, though the Blick article

presented the irst viewing of a
legendary machine, the Sun piece
was even more signiicant. It presented clear evidence of a truly
“lost” commercially produced
typewriter.
Anyone who’s been collecting
for even a short stretch of time
is probably familiar with the Sun
Standard No. 2. Invented by the
legendary Lee Burridge, the Sun
is lauded as one of the irst lowcost typebar typewriters. It’s
even more notable as one of the
very small number of “inkers”
-- ribbonless machines designed
to deliver ink directly to their
typeslugs. In fact, there really
were only three truly successful
typebar inker brands: the Sun,
the Williams, and the Yost Writing Machine. The Sun’s inking
system was very distinctive: a
large felt reservoir roller within
a nickeled cover -- about the size
of a common checker piece -- sat
prominently to the right of the
printing point, and it fed ink to
a smaller roller assembly that sat
in the path of the typebar, inking the slug just before it hit the
paper in the carriage.
This reservoir-and-roller system has always characterized
the Sun Standard, and the major
typewriter sources have always
said, as Michael Adler stated in
his Antique Typewriters, from Creed
to QWERTY: “there was no No. 1
and it must be assumed that Burridge considered the linear index
Sun to be his irst model.”
But the May 1901 TPW, and
an analysis of subsequent advertisements and earlier Burridge
patents, contradicts these claims.
Below are relevant passages (and
the only known image of the
ETCetera No. 104 / Spring 2014 / 3

June 1901: The No.1 debuts.

original Sun) from the TPW
article by C.T. Hungerford dated
April 18, 1901:

The Sun Typewriter
A New Visible Writing Machine Just
Placed on the Market at a Low Figure

A new typewriter has just been brought
out by the Sun Typewriter Company, 239
Broadway… of which the accompanying
illustration is a good representation.
It is certainly novel in many good
respects and is the irst typebar machine ever produced
to sell at the low price of $25.
Although it has not all the
attachments or conveniences
that are found on most of the
$100 machines it compares
very favorably with any, as
it certainly has the desirable qualities of the best, by
which I mean speed, a very
light and agreeable touch,
visible writing, and beautiful work…
The inking is done by a
pad against which the bars
strike and as the type are soft rubber
the writing is very clear and plain. Soft
rubber type in a type-bar machine is
certainly novel and appears to have some
advantages as for instance the type cannot be damaged from the clashing of bars,
but of course they preclude manifolding.

The article was accompanied
by a half-tone illustration of
what looked like the usual Sun
Standard, minus the familiar ink
reservoir.
The irst jarring note in this
4 / ETCetera No. 104 / Spring 2014

piece was
the quoted
price of $25.
Wasn’t the
Sun priced
at $40, I
thought? But
then things
got stickier,
almost literally, with the
mention of
rubber type.
This latter
claim sent me
to the patent
record for the
Sun, and there some revelations
presented themselves. In U.S.
Patent 667,929 -- a key patent for
the Sun Standard, Burridge has
sketched a machine with, indeed,
rubber type held in the grooved
ends of typebars. As his patent describes it: “The outer ends of the
type-levers are formed on their
upper surface with troughs, in
which the type-blocks, preferably
of rubber or similar material, are
placed and attached by applying

June 1902: Both No.1 and No.2 models are
ofered, with signiicant price diference.

shellac or similar adhesive material.”
The patent also describes and
pictures an inking system that
consists of just a small felt pad
mounted in the type-bar path
--far simpler, and with far less
ink-holding capacity than the reservoir system of the Sun No. 2.
Next, a perusal of early advertising showed, surprisingly, that

the $25 No.1 model was indeed
marketed for a short time. A
Google search online turned up
ads and notices in journals large
and small from 1901. The earliest
one I found is a short editorial
notice and an ad in the June 1,
1901 issue of The School Journal.
This ad touted “The New Sun
Typewriter” as “a revelation”
priced at $25, and was illustrated
with a “cut” based on the photograph reproduced in the TPW
article. The Sun was also marketed in magazines with even larger
circulations: an ad in the December 1901 issue of the Cosmopolitan
featured just the $25 machine,
as did an ad in the New England
Magazine for January 1902.
But by the spring of 1902 things
had changed. An ad in the Cosmopolitan of April 1902 shows
both a No.1 machine listed at a
$25 price, and a No. 2 model for
$40. Similar ads with two models listed are found in the massmarket McClure’s Magazine, the
Scientiic American in May 1902,
and the Bookkeeper of June 1902.
After 1902 and into 1903, ads for
the Sun Standard feature only the
No.2 model at $40.
So the Sun Standard Typewriter
(“standard being the designation
for a typebar typewriter) with
rubber type and the small inkpad
was on the market as the sole
typebar-equipped product of the
Sun company for only a matter of
months. This is not surprising,
really. One can only imagine how
fraught with problems a rubbertyped typebar machine would
be. Considering the limitations
of natural rubber, the only such
material then available, the type
blocks would be subject to all
kinds of curling, drying, swelling,
and expansion due to temperature, humidity, and exposure to
air and sunlight. Could even the
heaviest application of shellac
really have held the type-blocks
securely in place in their troughs
at the end of the bars? It’s highly
doubtful. Customers who bought
the No.1 model must have suffered through the almost immediate damage or loss of slugs,

actively
marketing the
improved
machine
with metal
type. With
the passing
of 1902, all
trace of the
Sun No. 1
faded away.
Well, one
trace was
left: the
machine
within the
Late 1902, only the Model No.2 is ofered.
sunburst logo decal on the Sun
No.2 still depicted, in fact, its
and the small inkpad would dry
predecessor.
out fast and ofer limited printSince we collectors didn’t know
ing quality for the blocks that did
that we should look for the origisurvive to hit the page.
nal Sun Standard, we may have
The patent record shows Burunknowingly passed by examples
ridge rapidly rising to the challenge of saving the Sun Standard. of it. I’ve certainly thought back
on several of the Suns I’ve seen
By November of 1901 he’d iled a
patent claim (U.S. Patent 697,605) over the years that I never gave
a second look to because their
for the reservoir-roller system,
inking rollers seemed missing. I
and by the following spring was

The only known illustration of the Sun No.1, from the May 1901 issue of TPW.

can only imagine what the type
basket of a Sun No.1 would look
like now -- either a hideous mess,
or an oddly empty setting. Further complicating matters, I’m
inclined to think that the typebars one sees on the Sun No.2
model were not greatly modiied
from the ones that were produced
for the original model; the ends
of the bars for the No.2 were also
channelled, very much like the
ends of the bars that are illustrated in patent 667,929. So inding a machine with a typebasket
devoid of slugs would not automatically indicate that one had
stumbled upon an original model.
It would be far more deinitive
if one were to ind a machine
with at least a few remnants of
the gnarly little things rubber
typeslugs would by now have
become.
Another clue could be the
front decal under the spacebar:
I imagine it would simply read
“Sun Standard Typewriter,” as the
numbering designation seems to
only have been applied after the introduction of the No.2.
I’ll always try to
keep in mind that for
many years the Blick
Electric that also
publically debuted in
the May 1901 TPW
was thought to be a
lost machine, appearing in a few photos,
but gone from the
physical world. And
then the few survivors
emerged. The Sun
No. 1 was certainly a
less substantial machine than the electric Blick, but I’ll give
every Sun I see from
now on a thorough
going-over. Let’s all
keep our eyes peeled,
and maybe someday a
lonely little example
of this pioneer typewriter will come over
the horizon. ±
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Mr. Eggis’
Velographs
by
Georg Sommeregger

This “ bell-shaped” version of the Velograph, serial number 364, formerly
from the collection of Fernando Costa, retains its beautiful wooden case.

E

rnst Martin describes the Velograph, which
was irst patented in 1886, as: “The irst index
typewriter devised and produced in Switzerland.”
The story of the oldest Swiss typewriter is well
worth being told.
Let us start with the inventor. Adolphe Prosper
d’Eggis’ (26 Nov. 1855 - 8 Feb. 1941) family originally
came from Prussia and settled in Fribourg,
The author wishes to thank Hans Barbian, Uwe H. Breker, Heidi and Marco Frei, Thomas Fürtig, Jos Legrand, Jürgen Moser, and Reinmar Wochinz
for information, friendly support, and feedback. Special thanks to the Basler
Papiermühle, Schweizerisches Museum für Papier, Schrift und Druck for
kind permission to document the Velograph in their collection.
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Switzerland, around 1790. Adolphe Prosper turned
out to be a multi-talented man. In addition to
the Velograph, he also invented the “Bijou: photo
camera (1876), a calculating machine with the trade
name “Automultiplicateur” (1892), a device for the
automatic stamping of letters for the Bern postal
administration (1895), and a “Watercloset” (1906) to name a few. The database of the German patent
and brand oice lists no less than 27 patents to his
name between 1888 and 1929. Eggis also founded
the magazine “Science pratique” (1886). He worked
in banking. He was married to Anna Maria née
Borner (1865 - 1956), the couple had three sons and

three daughters. He died at age 85 in 1941.
The irst version of the “Vélographe” (original
French spelling) was applied for in an 1886 patent,
which makes it the oldest known Swiss typewriter.
Even on an international level, the invention of
the Velograph was pioneering work: up to 1886,
Ernst Martin’s book only lists about 20 typewriter
brands. In Switzerland, typewriters were extremely
rare around this time. In 1884, Mr. Russ-Suchard
reports “…two typewriters, one in Copenhagen
built by M. R. Malling-Hansen, the other produced
by E. Remington in New York. With little
practice, one can write faster on these machines,
whose precise workings Mr. Russ described in
detail, than with a quill, and with signs resembling
those of typography.” The irst typewriter was
probably imported to Switzerland in 1883 by Anton
Waltisbühl, later Remington general agent for
many years. In 1885, the Swiss parliament ordered
its irst typewriter. It cost 525 francs. The motion
to buy a second typewriter did not go through.

in 1889 a diferent model, named “Commerciale”
would have been protected by Swiss patent. Let

The name “Vélographe” seems to derive from
Latin “velox”, i.e. fast, and Greek “graphein”, to
write. The irst patent dated 13th August 1886
contains precise drawings. There is also an image

us compare this information with contemporary
sources, in particular patents and the registry of
commerce.
Rymtowtt-Prince & Cie. refers to Czeslaw-Victor
Rymtowtt-Prince, probably born in Vilnius in 1849
to a family of Polish origin. His profession is given
as “graveur,” living in Neuchatel in the 1860s, and
then in Geneva. Between 1883 and 1885 he ran a
business selling art and fantasy objects.

in the “Velograph” entry of Ernst Martin’s Die
Schreibmaschine, which coincides with the patent
drawings. However, no specimen of this model is
known to this date.
According to the information given in Martin, the
Velograph was produced by Rymtowtt-Prince &
Cie. in Geneva. Already in 1887, an improved model
would have come out (Martin here refers to the
bell-shaped model, which I call Velograph II), and

Following this, we found no traces in the registry
of commerce but, on 25th March 1889, RymtowttPrince and the baron Fréderic de Schuckmann
established Rymtowtt-Prince & Cie., whose aim
was “to exploit the patents regarding the typewriter
called ‘Vélographe Suisse’ and the production of
machines of this type.” The company is based in
Above left: The irst model of the Velograph, of
which there are no known survivors, in an illustration used by Ernst Martin. Above: the 1889 patent
drawing
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Rue Necker in Geneva, in the Maison de l’école
d’horlogerie (watch-makers’ school).
In the same year 1889, Rymtowtt-Prince & Cie. was
awarded a bronze medal at the Paris World Fair,
which took place from 6th May to 13th October
1889. The award was given to a machine called
“Vélographe Suisse” in Groupe VI, Mechanics
and Electricity, category 59, “machines of diferent
industries.”
However, by 7th February 1890 the RymtowttPrince company was liquidated.
Which “Vélographe Suisse” was shown at the
World Fair? Was it still the 1886 model? Or the
“bell-shaped” model? Following Ernst Martin,
the latter would be the case, as he claims the bellshaped model came out in 1887.
However, three arguments would speak against the
introduction of the Velograph II as early as 1887:
irstly, the patent for the bell-shaped Velograph
was iled on 19th May 1889 in Germany and 16th
November 1899 in Switzerland. This is two years
after the date advanced by Martin. Secondly, the
company registry of Rymtowtt-Prince & Cie.
states the company was founded on 25th March
1889 - again well after 1887. It is unlikely that a
new company with the sole aim of exploiting the
patents of the “Vélographe Suisse” would have been
founded, should it have been in production already
in 1887. My third argument is the chronological
order of the patents, as well as a grammatical
incongruity of the Swiss versions of the Velograph
patents. We need to elaborate on this last point:
Next to the irst Velograph and the bell-shaped
Velograph II, Ernst Martin mentions “…another

model, which was protected in Switzerland in 1899
and which in principle coincides with the machine
already described [reference is to the bell-shaped
model], however, the capital letters and numbers
are placed in one, the small letters and signs in a
second straight line (...). The inventor called this
machine “Commerciale”.” There is a Swiss patent
no. 267 for a “Nouvelle machine à écrire”, i.e. “new
typewriter”, iled on 24th November 1888, and
published 21 February 1889. The drawings in this
patent coincide with Martin’s description, easily
identiied by the “straight line” on which the letters
are placed. Yet again, and as with the irst model,
no specimen of this model is known.
German patent 52906 of 1889 (bell-shaped model)
explicitly refers to German patent 39044 of 1886
(the irst Velograph). The former is presented as
an “addition” to the latter. They are three years
apart. In between, we ind Swiss patent 267 of 24th
November 1888 (“Commerciale”). It is interesting
to note that the German 1889 patent does not
refer to the 1888 patent. The Swiss patent versions
suggest another reading: CH267 of 1888 is labelled
“Nouvelle machine à écrire”, i.e. “new typewriter”,
and CH1763 of 1889 is labelled “Machine à écrire
perfectionnée”, i.e. “perfected typewriter”. This to
me states the following chronological order: irst
Velograph, followed by the “Commerciale”, and
then the bell-shaped Velograph II.
I stick to calling it Velograph II, because it has
become the usual designation in the collectors’
community. However, in reality it would be
Velograph III. It is possible that Eggis irst
abandoned the round shape of the irst model
and placed his bet on his “straight” 1888 “nouvelle
machine à écrire”, before returning to the round
shape with the bell-shaped Velograph II. Martin
himself describes the “Commerciale” as “coinciding
in its principles” with the bell-shaped model. Only
he predates the Velograph II to 1887, whereas we
advance that it really only came third. In this view,
the “Commerciale” appears as an intermediary step
between the irst version and the “Velograph II.”
In any event, the year 1890 brought important
changes in the production history of the Velograph.
As mentioned above, Rymtowtt-Prince & Cie., the
company speciically established to exploit Eggis’
Velograph patents on 25th March 1889, was already
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disbanded on 7th February 1890. The collaboration
of Adolphe Prosper Eggis, the inventor, and
Czeslaw-Victor Rymtowtt-Prince, as manufacturer,
came to an end. We do not know the exact reasons
for this seemingly abrupt change. In any case, Mr.
Eggis very quickly found a new business partner for
the production of his typewriter: at the beginning
of 1891, the Swiss commercial registry states that
Adolphe Prosper Eggis had ceded the rights to his
patent No. 1763 of 16th November 1889 - hence
direct reference to the bell-shaped Velograph as of 27th September 1890 to “The Eggis Patent
Typewriting Syndicate Limited” in 38 Leadenhall
Street, London.
We thus know that this Velograph model, or
should we rather call it “The Eggis”, was produced
in England. An advertisement in E. Hausknecht,
“The English Reader”, conirms this.

Opposite page: the “straight line” patent drawing refered to by
Ernst Martin. At left: the “English Reader” ad. At top: the
“ bell-shaped” Velograph with legs extended. Above: the underside of the bell-shaped model.

The advertisement further contains the
information that the new machine was awarded
a gold medal at the Freiburg exhibition in 1892.
This refers to the “Exposition industrielle
cantonale” (the regional industry fair) held in
Fribourg / Freiburg, Switzerland, from 31st July
to 15th September 1892. Also the renowned
Polytechnisches Journal reports in 1891, that
“manufacture (...) was done by Eggis Type Writer
Co., Lim., 28 Leadenhall Street, London”. The
Journal gives a detailed description based on the
patent and goes on to explain the mechanism by
which one could easily write encoded messages on

the Velograph. This was done by moving the scale
before writing. For decoding, the recepient simply
had to know the amount by which the scale had
been moved. The aforementioned advertisement
refers to this feature: “Invaluable for secret
correspondance.”
The English origin is also immediately visible on
the few known specimens. Printed on the sides
of the black spherical top of the machine are the
indications “SMALL” and “CAPS”.
The catalogue of the 1892 Freiburg exhibition
(Continued on page 18)
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Ephemera

by Peter Weil . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Typewriter Advertising Paperweights

T

his glass paperweight advertising
the Caligraph No. 2 Writing Machine today appears to us as typewriter
aicionados to be a prosaic, if clearly
19th century object that is similar to
many others seen from even late in
the next century that advertised typewriters and their dealers. But it is far
from an everyday artifact. Instead, it is
a truly rare object, being one the irst
manufactured
paper weights
that advertised
products of any
kind. It dates
from approximately 1886,
only four years
after the speciic
process
for manufacturing it was
patented. This
early
weight
was made by
one of the irst
m a n u f a c t u rers, Barnes and
Abrams, in Syracuse, New York. It was
used to promote sales for Belcher, the
distributor for American Writing Machine models in New England, the success of which was directly related to
that of the Caligraph1. The history of
paperweights as advertising premiums2
for typewriters thus begins with the
1. Ed Neuert collection. The weight is 350
grams and the dimensions are 102mm X
64mm.
2. See ETCetera, No. 83, September, 2008,
pp. 14-15 for general discussion of the role
of premiums in the history of typewriters.
Note that while any of several devices, such
as letter openers, might have been also used
as paperweights, they were not primarily
manufactured and distributed as premiums
for that purpose. Items discussed herein
are those speciically intended to stay on a
work surface to at least temporarily localize
individual pieces or piles of paper.
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early years of the industry and continued until the collapse of the industry in
the late 20th century3.
The need for paperweights
is, undoubtedly, as old as the
need to temporarily stabilize the position of papers in
home and business settings.
However, the history of the
commercial production of
non-advertising weight is usually seen as beginning with
the production of glass paperweights. The manufacturing of these developed as part
of the decorative arts movement in the
irst half of the 19th century, with the
zenith of highly valued lead glass artistic weights being made by French and
Italian companies in the 1845-1860 period. The great expansion of ofices and
related business paper after the middle
of the 19th century in
general and, especially
in the United States
after the Civil War
(1861-1865),
greatly
increased the demand
for the heavy objects.
At the same time, the
growth of national and
international markets
was dramatic, and sellers increased the use of
3. The primary source on the history
of advertising paperweights is Holiner,
Richard and Stuart Kammerman 2002
Advertising Paperweights: Pictorial Value
Guide and History. Paducah(KY): Collector Books. Also see Kruger, Stanley B.
2007 “A Random Selection of Advertising
Paperweights,” Delaware Valley Paperweight Collectors Association, vol. 14, no.
2, March, pp. 1-3. Major assistance for this
column was provided by Herman Price.
Others vital to its content include Tony
Casillo, Bert Kerschbaumer, Jos Legrand,
and Ed Neuert. I appreciate all of their
help and also editorial advice from Cornelia Weil.

advertising to an expanding mass market. It was in this context that the use of
paperweights as an advertising medium

emerged and typewriters were developed and became central to the creation
of the great increase in papers. Much of
this growing sea of documents needed
to be organized and held in place by paperweights for at least a period as part
of their life cycle. To meet these new
demands, advertising
paperweights were irst
produced in Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania, in the
late 1870’s.
This new medium
was among the few
highly durable premiums used to promote
businesses during the
last two decades of the
19th century and the
irst two decades of the
20th. They were special-ordered to create advertising messages that were both
long-lasting and would be regularly
viewed on their potential customers’
desks and work tables. This durability
of message made them especially attractive during a time in which the primary
competing advertising media included
daily newspapers, weekly and monthly
magazines, blotters, and calendars with
maximum effective advertising lives
that ranged from a single day to one or
two years. This long life made paper

weights attractive even at the relatively
high costs involved. By the third decade
of the new century, less expensive techniques, especially the use of photo chromo-lit hog raphy on
paper to
create
visible
backs
for glass
weights ,
brought
the costs
d ow n
dramatic a l l y.
Thus, they became even more common as premiums, only constrained by
the use of new advertising media such
as slide projection in movie theaters,
radio, and, later, television. However,
the advantage of a durable advertising
message and relatively lower unit costs
continued to encourage typewriter
manufacturers and local sellers to use
paperweights as a medium. Collectors of advertising paperweights generally prefer the pre-1920 paperweights
because of their complexity and perceived beauty, but we, as collectors of
typewriters and their ephemera, are just
as likely to enjoy those from the later
period.

The irst U.S. patent for a process
for manufacturing advertising paperweights, originally glass ones, was issued in 1882 to William H. Maxwell.
The process made it possible for names
and other designs to be placed on a thin
plate of glass in vitriiable colors. The
plate with the design on it was placed
in a mold and then molten clear glass

was poured into it. This resulted in a
form (usually that of a sphere) with the
message on a white, milk glass background on the reverse side of the glass.
The Caligraph piece above, speciically
marked with the 1882 patent, is an example produced by this process. Maxwell’s improvement of the process to
form letters and other characters was
granted another patent ive years later.
A probable example of a typewriter
weight, a two-color one with a milkglass background, produced under both
patents is this one for Remington and
its Model # 2 dating from about the
1887 patent year.4 A third important US
patent dealing with adhering designs,
prints or photographs to the glass sur-

face was issued to Albert A. Graeser on
November 29, 1892. In Graeser’s process, a somewhat different method was
used to create designs on glass.
Glass paperweights produced using
both processes were primarily 76mm
diameter lat-bottomed dome (spheroidal dome or cap) forms usually including a message or image in black and at
times including a color before the 1892
patent. After that date the weights were
more likely to include up to three colors
and more frequently rectangular forms,
usually including a white milk glass
background. The exceptions, rare even
4. Jos Legrand collection. The dating is
based on both its characteristics as a milkglass-backed advertising weight and on
the evidence from letterheads and other
ephemera that 1887-1888 was probably the
last period that “Ne Plus Ultra” was used
on the Remington seal in combination with
“Wyckof, Seamans and Benedict” at the
top. The weight is 300 grams and the diameter is 76mm.

at the time, included four and six colors. An example involving one of these
extremely rare a polychrome designs is
seen in the rectangular paperweight advertising
its Hammond # 1
“B” and
one of its
unique
awards. 5
The major producers
in
the
irst forty years
w e r e
Maxwell, Barnes and Abrams, one of
the several later Abrams companies,
and Graeser. The Abrams companies
were the leading producers under both
1880’s patents. While the manufacturer and / or the patent are sometimes
marked on these early weights, after
1900 they often were not included. In
addition, round-domed forms were also
made by glass companies using a process that included the message in the
mold. This might also be further inished further through the use of acid
to etch the message background. Examples of such weights with messages
molded into the base include the 188788 one for the southwestern distributor
of the Caligraph and the ca. 1887-1890
one advertising the Remington # 2 for
the Wyckoff, Seaman and Benedict’s
Chicago branch ofice.6
After 1900, the thin glass plate on the
5. Image provided by Ed Neuert. The date
is clearly marked as 1893 and the weight was
very likely manufactured by Greaser. The
Elliott Cresson Award was given to James
B. Hammond by the Franklin Museum in
Philadelphia for his designs that improved
the typewriter.
6. Both are in the author’s collection. All
weights are from my collection unless otherwise speciied. The Jones Caligraph one
weighs 226 grams and is 70 mm in diameter
and the Chicago Remington one weighs
340 grams and is 70mm in diameter . On
the Jones one, the letters are often outlined
in gold, Another Jones form included a
molded image of the Caligraph # 2.
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bottom of the weight with increasing
frequency was replaced with printed
paper, cardboard, and / or a mirror to
carry the advertising message. An early
20th century example is the one promoting the Remington # 7. The form
includes a disk of cardboard in the base
to which is attached the printed litho-

graph of the Remington seal. Another
round glass example is one from the
Tribune newspaper company, a typewriter seller in Bismarck, North Dakota, dates from the late teens.7 After
1920, the rectangular forms became the
dominant paperweight form that usually carried the message on paper or other backing inserted into and attached to

an indentation molded in the bottom. A
classic of this genre from ca. 1926 is the
chromolithographic one from Royal in
which the “King of Typewriters” is presented as being produced in the “Royal
Palace” in Hartford. Another that included such an insert is the ca. 1940 one
touting the Underwood Master and other ofice wares for a local store in Bradenton, Florida.8 Other forms of glass
weights were also made after 1920. In
one approach, the image was directly
chromolithographed on the bottom of
7.The Remington one weighs 359 grams, 92
mm diameter; Tribune weighs 250 grams
and is 76mm in diameter.
8.Royal weighs 333 grams, 104mm X 64mm.
Bradenton: 450grams, 111mm X 73mm.
9. Corona 4 piece :311 grams, 102mm, 70mm
at mid point. Smith-Corona spherical image
from p.74 of the Holliner and Kammerman
reference noted above.
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the glass.
There
is
an ovoid
example
using this
technique
that was
produced
about 1925
for a local
distributor of the Corona # 4 in North
Carolina. In still another approach, a
weight was produced with an older technique that molded the message into the
base of a section of a sphere. For example, shown
here is one
for SmithCorona
that probably commemorates the
creation
of
the
company
out of two older companies in 1926.9
While typewriter marketers continued to
use various forms of glass paperweights
into the post-WWII period, another
lighter
material
with similar translucent
p r o p e rties but
with special advantages
in its capacity to encapsulate typewriter-related
objects was often used. This was Lucite, a plastic.10 A ine example is the
cube-shaped one that was used by IBM
10. Note that the standard source on
advertising paperweights, Holiner and
Kammerman, speciically includes similar
small lucite advertising paperweights. For
example, see p. 152.
11. Tony Casillo collection
12. See ETCetera, No. 80, December, 2007,
p. 9 for more on celluloid premiums.
13. The # 10 and the # 12 mirrors are from
the Herman Price collection. #10 from
the Paris Co. # 12 is from Short & Roehm
(Newark, N.J.). #10: 340 grams, 87mm in diameter. #12, 150 grams, 88mm in diameter.

to promote its new and revolutionary
Selectric in 1961.11
By the end
of the 19th
century, a new
material used
frequently by
t y p ewr iter
companies
and
other
marketers in
the making of their premiums was celluloid.12 Everything from game score
keepers to small purse mirrors were
made from the material, but, initially
celluloid was not used in the manufacturing of paperweights because of its
low mass. However, the material’s shiny,
often ivory-like qualities and its capacity to keep a large message bright for a
long period of time made it an attractive
medium for use in the production of paperweights.
The problem
was
solved by
the introduction
of larger,
“desk mirror” paperweights by
Paris Manufacturing Co. (New York)
and other companies. In their solution,
the mirror was capped on the back by a
large celluloid advertisement. Among
typewriter marketers, Remington was
the primary company to utilize this
new medium for paperweights, especially during the irst third of the 20th
century. Most carry the emblematic
Remington red seal under the celluloid.
On this page are examples touting the
# 10 (ca. 1910) and # 12 (ca. 1922).13
Examples advertising other companies
include one for the Ellis Bookkeeping typewriter and one for a local dis14. The Ellis made by Parisian, from the Herman
Price collection. 165 grams, 95mm in diameter. National Typewriter of Hartford made by
Cruver Mfng. Co. of Chicago:170 grams, 82mm
in diameter. Cruver also made glass advertising
paperweights.
15. Allen: 64mm wide X 76mm deep X 45mm
high. Plastic “keyboard.” Holiner and Kamme
man, includes the Allen adding machine.

tributor for Smith-Corona in Hartford,
Conn.14
T h e
least-used
media for
m a nu fa c turing paperweights
advertising
typewriters
were metals, including cast iron, bronze and “pot metal”
alloys. Metals have clear advantages
as media in making paperweights that
include details of actual objects as
“igural” pap er weights
and heavier
coin-like medallions. The
mass of metal
paperweights
was
highly
variable, and
that variation
was based on
material and size. Therefore, the potential heavy qualities of metal as a
medium for paperweights were not always utilized by the manufacturers of
paperweights. An example is the rela-

tively-light, 180-gram pot-metal igural
paperweight premium from R.C. Allen
promoting what is probably its # 6 “Vis
O matic” model in ca. 1951-52.15 That
said, most of the metal paperweights
advertising typewriters are relatively
heavy ones. The earliest metal one
found is the 715 gram ca. 1889-90 ig-

16. Herman Price collection. The ingot’s dimensions are 95 mm x 62 mm.
17. The Williams medallion weighs 210 grams
and has a diameter of 67mm.
18. Centered “Remington Typewriter” decal from
Price collection. Other from author’s collection.
Each 64 mm wide X 89mm deep X 64mm high.
Manufacturer not identiied, but it was probably

ural one from the National Typewriter
Co. of Philadelphia.16 In contrast to the
glass and celluloid weights, this and
the other heavier metal ones also have
the advantage of carrying the implied
message of the great strength and durability of the company and product
being advertised. Another early weight
is this ca. 1891 bronze medallion from
the Williams Typewriter Co. touting the second version of its model #

1 and its founder.17 Nearly as heavy as
the National ingot are these two igural
weights from Remington, weighing 567
grams each. They are in the form of the

metal case tops the company used on
its models. Both also were intended for
use as inkwells, but only one is shown
here with its glass insert. The one with
the Remington # 10 decal on its front
is hand dated inside in gold ink at November 29, 1911. It is likely that the
other one with a different decal on the
19. The dimensions are 125mm long at the
base, 89mm wide at the base, and 99mm
high at the “carriage.” This paperweight is
speciically noted on p. 160 in the standard
reference on paperweights, Holiner and
Kammerman.

front is from about the same year.18 By
far the heaviest of all the weights discussed here is this ca. 1930 iron one in
the form of a Royal # 10SX from the
Regal Typewriter Co., a rebuilder in
New York City. Also functioning as a

cigarette or paper clip box, it weighs
1247 grams.19
Paperweights were utilized by typewriter manufacturers and distributers
as premiums to advertise their products from the beginning of the making of advertising weights in the 1880’s
until the end of mass marketing in the
1970’s. Their signiicant advantages as
an advertising medium included their
function as weights per se, a function
that ideally would bring their messages
to potential business customers day after day over long periods of time, while,
at the same time, meeting the businessrelated paper-management needs of the
recipients. These advantages, however,
were not strong enough to overcome
the relatively higher unit cost in comparison to other media, such as printed
calendars and celluloid purse mirrors,
much less expensive and more ubiquitous premiums such as blotters. These
differences are evidenced by the relative rarity of paperweights advertising
typewriters in comparison with other
advertising premiums. As collectors
and users of typewriters, we can add
to our enjoyment of the technology
by inding at least one of these heavy
ephemeral embodiments of the history
of our machines. ±

Remington itself at its Ilion factory.
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Portables, ETCetera

by Robert Messenger

Pascher’s
Paragon
T he R he i n me t a l l Por t a ble

F

ew if any typewriter
collectors would be prepared
to argue against the proposition
that the Rheinmetall is one of the
most outstanding portables ever
made. What adds to its appeal
is the intriguing story behind
its design and production. For
one thing, its broader history
embraces many of the long-gone
German typewriter brands, such
as Fortuna, Germania, Groma,
Hansa-Kanzler, Ideal, Regina,
Reliable, Orga-Privat, Stoewer,
Triumph and Urania. These
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connections come through three
of Europe’s greatest typewriter
designers, Heinrich Schweitzer,
Paul Grützmann and Leopold
Ferdinand Pascher, all of whom
played parts in the emergence of
the Rheinmetall portable.
The Rheinmetall was actually
designed by Pascher for Bernhard
Stoewer AG of Stettin-Grünhof
(now Szczecin in Poland) in
1930. But at the time Stoewer
was collapsing. It was hoped – in
hindsight, with much justiication
– the new model would be

the savior of Stoewer, being
an advance on the reasonably
successful Stoewer four-bank
designed by Grützmann in 1925,
upon Grützmann’s return to
Stoewer from Hegeling-Werke,
Eitorf, and Clemens Müller AG
in Dresden.
In 1923 Schweitzer had
convinced the directors of
Rheinmetall that it would be
prudent, given the burgeoning
portables market, to invest
50,000 Reichmarks in the
development of small typewriter.

But Schweitzer died on March
2, 1927, aged just 53, and the
project was shelved. One
company’s ill fortune proved to
the other’s huge windfall. In 1931
Rheinmetall bought Pascher’s

universally admired to this
day.
Pascher’s design
incorporated the main
features of Grützmann’s
four-bank Stoewer,
including the detachable
carriage and the distinctive
ribbon-color selector
switch. The detachable
carriage had been
something of a hallmark of
Grützmann’s designs since
he worked on the Phönix
(later the Reliable) for
Hegeling. Rheinmetall advertised
the Pascher portable as one on
which “even an amateur can
easily remove the carriage, which
allows free access to the internal
mechanism and thus it is easier to

From top: L.F. Pascher, Paul Grützmann, and Heinrich Schweitzer.

patents from the Stoewer
liquidators and quickly produced
a portable which was instantly
popular and continues to be

clean and maintain the machine”.
Stoewer’s problems started in
1926, the year its irst four-bank
was launched to succeed the Elite

three-bank which Grützmann
had designed during his irst stint
at Stoewer, back in 1912. Stoewer
relied mainly on its sewing
machine trade (70,000 were
ETCetera No. 104 / Spring 2014 / 15

made in the 1920s alone), but its
export revenue had been severely
dented. Stoewer’s bicycle business
also sufered as commodity
prices rose and purchasing power
declined. Orders for the fourbank typewriter (7800 to 1930)
were encouraging, but were
insuicient to stem Stoewer’s
haemorrhaging, and in 1928
Stoewer showed a loss of more
than 500,000 Reichmarks. The
company directors announced a
plan to reduce the work force of
1200 by sacking 1000 employees.
Stettin city stepped in, and a
rescue package involving a credit
guarantee from the city and
land sales was stitched together.
It could not, however, prevent
the inevitable. A restructuring
in 1929 failed to reduce losses
and there was another sharp
fall in the irst half of 1930. On
August 6 that year Stoewer shut
down operations, after almost 30
years of typewriter production
(and close to 135,000 machines).
The liquidation process started
on February 14, 1931, and
patents for Pascher’s portable
Top: Robert’s “ forest” of woodgrains.
Center:a Rheinmetall ad. Opposite: Tom
Fürtig’s rare ergonomic model.
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and the Stoewer blueprints
and tools were acquired by
Rheinischen Metallwarenund Maschinenfabrik AG
in Sömmerda,
Thuringia. The
irst Rheinmetall
portables were
produced in 1931.
The three
designers primarily
involved in this
course of events
were:
Heinrich
Schweitzer:
Born in Geseke,
Westphalia, on
June 21, 1873,
Schweitzer began working at
H. & A. Schefer’s paper factory
in Sundern (later Schefer &
Hoppenhöfer) in 1899. The
company assembled Jewett
machines from Americanmade parts and marketed the
product as the Germania. But
it had ambitions to make its
own visible-writing typewriter.
Schweitzer and his brother
Alexander worked on this project,
which in 1902 was moved to
Cologne. There a typewriter,
the irst in Europe with an
Underwood-style frontstrike

action, was produced. The
patents and tools were sold to
Schilling & Krämer of Suhl,
where an improved machine

emerged in 1904 as the Regina.
In 1908 Schweitzer moved to
Maximilian Noetzold GmbH
in Dresden, which within six
months, in early 1909, was taken
over by Clemens Müller. It was in
Dresden that Schweitzer designed
the Urania. In 1919 the Treaty
of Versailles forced German
arms manufacturers such as
Rheinischen to switch to other
products, and thus the Sömmerda
irm recruited Schweitzer
to oversee the emergence of
Rheinmetall typewriters.

Paul Grützmann: Born in
Friedrichsglück on November
26, 1871, Grützmann made
musical instruments for 23 years
before becoming involved with
typewriters. Between 1898-1902
he worked for Metallindustrie
Schönebeck, developing a
Scandinavian design into the
Hansa. This work switched
to Berlin and the Deutsche
SchreibmaschinenGesellschaft mbH.
Finally, in 1903, the
Kanzler emerged, by
which time Grützmann
had already moved
on to Stoewer, where
he was to remain for
14 years (he returned
there from 1925-28).
Grützmann developed
a series of Stoewer
standard models
before designing the
three-bank portable
in 1912. In 1916 he
irst joined Gebbert
& Schall to develop a typewriter
in Nuremberg-Erlangen, but
the project was moved to
Clemens Müller. From 1918-25
Grützmann worked as technical
director for Hegeling-Werke,
developing the Phönix, which
became the Reliable. This
segment-shift machine was the
irst German typewriter with
an interchangeable carriage.
Grützmann then worked on
a machine which became the
Urania 7. After his brief return
to Stoewer, in 1930 Grützmann
became a private contractor,
developing a noiseless typewriter,
his patents being purchased
by various factories. He also
worked on the Ideal for Seidel
& Naumann. In 45 years in the
typewriter industry, he had been

issued with 86 patents. He died
on October 10, 1953.
Leopold Ferdinand
Pascher: Born in Vienna
on May 31, 1896, from 1920
Pascher worked for J. Petravic
& Co (later Aktiengesellschaft
für Feinmechanik) on a threebank collapsible typewriter, but
a lack of funds prevented it from

going into production. From
1925-27 Pascher worked for WeilWerke AG in Frankfurt am Main
Rödelheim. After a brief period
at a dental equipment factory
in Durlach, Pascher returned
to typewriters in 1928 at
Bingwerken AG in Nuremberg,
working on the Orga-Privat
and Orga standard. He then
moved to Triumph Werke AG
in Nuremberg in 1929, before
joining Stoewer to remedy
defects in the Stoewer Record
and develop what would become
the Rheinmetall portable.
After the collapse of Stoewer,
Pascher worked until 1934 at J.P.
Sauer & Sohn, Suhl, where he
improved the Fortuna while also,
privately, working on a “briefcase
typewriter” which would become

the Groma Gromina.
Rheinmetall: Rheinische
Metallwaaren-und
Maschinenfabrik
Actiengesellschaft was founded in
Düsseldorf on April 13, 1889, by a
consortium of banks and Horder
Bergwerks-und Huettenverein,
a Dortmund-based mining and
steel conglomerate, under the
direction of engineer Heinrich
Ehrhardt (1840-1928). It produced
ammunition, guns and other
weapons.
After the 1919 Treat of
Versailles it built locomotives,
steam ploughs, and, at its plant
in Sömmerda (established 1901)
oice machines. From 1925 a
majority shareholding was held by
the German Reich.
In 1936 the company took
over Borsig locomotive builders
to become Rheinmetall Borsig
AG. It moved to Berlin in 1938,
forming part of Reichswerke
Hermann Göring. Investment
bank Deutschen Luftfahrt
assumed majority control from
1943.
At the end of World War II,
the factory was nationalised
and became VEB Mechanik
Büromaschinenwerk Sömmerda.
In 1956 it returned to private
ownership and was renamed
Rheinmetall Berlin AG, inally
becoming Rheinmetall AG in
1997. In 1969 it had moved to
Olympia’s old home in Erfurt
and was the largest manufacturer
of personal computers in East
Germany, but in 1992 the oice
machine arm was liquidated.
Now headquartered in
Düsseldorf, Rheinmetall AG is
an automotive parts supplier and
defense technology group. ±
In the next issue’s column: Imperial
portables.
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(Mr. Eggis’ Velographs, continued from p. 9)
reveals some more details. It documents that
Adolphe-Prosper Eggis, living in Grand’Fontaine,
Fribourg, participated at the fair with no less
than ive entries: the journals Le Monde de la
Science et de l’Industrie and La science pratique;
the calculating machine “Automultiplicateur”,
which was awarded a gold medal as well; machines
called “Cyelographes” (maybe a spelling mistake
for “cyclographes”?); but most important for us:
“Machine à écrire: Le Vélographe”. It speciies the
price of 225 francs, that is was produced by “The
Eggis Patent Type Writer Co., 28 queen Victoria
Street, London”, and that the machine had won a
medal at the World Fair (“Exposition universelle”)
of 1889.
We thus have two names and addresses for
the English production of Eggis’ machine: The
Eggis Patent Typewriting Syndicate Limited,
38 Leadenhall Street, London, and The Eggis
Patent Type Writer Co., 38 Queen Victoria Street,
London. But more importantly, this catalogue
entry of 1892 states that the machine exhibited in
1892 must be the same or at least be of identical
shape as the one which won at the Paris 1889
World Fair. The riddle now is that the 1889
machine cannot possibly have been produced
by the Eggis Patent Type Writer Co. In 1889,
Rymtowtt-Prince & Cie. was still in business and
explicitly listed as the manufacturing irm of the

The very distictive bell-shaped Velograph in the collection of
the Basler Papiermühle in Basel, Switzerland.
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Vélographe Suisse which was awarded a bronze
medal at the World Fair. From the information
given in the 1892 catalogue we now know that the
1889 model also was bell-shaped.
This evidence makes us look for a bell-shaped
machine called Vélographe Suisse and produced
by Rymtowtt-Prince & Cie. The existence of such
a machine would mean that for a short while,
in 1889, there was a Swiss production line of the
Velograph II, preceding the English production.
And we found it, right on our doorstep. The
museum Basler Papiermühle in Basel, Switzerland,
features a small but ine collection of typewriters,
amongst them a bell-shaped Velograph, but distinct
from the English “Eggis” machine.
Here is how the two difer: the guiding knob is
white, not made of wood. The black sphere does
not have the SMALL and CAPS indications.
The dial disc is made of metal (bronze?) and
emerald-green inlay as opposed to metal and
white paint on the English machine. The letters
are in alphabetical order, not so on the English
Velograph. The most prominent diference however
is that while the “Eggis” typewriter does not carry
any engravings identifying the manufacturer,
the Swiss Velograph is clearly marked on the dial
disc: “VELOGRAPHE SUISSE BREVETE” (i.e.,
patented Swiss Velograph), and “RYMTOWTTPRINCE & CIE GENEVE”.
I think we have suicient evidence to conclude
that it was a Velograph of the kind shown at the
Basler Papiermühle which won the Bronze Medal
in Paris 1889. Maybe it was at the World Fair that
Adolphe-Prosper Eggis made contact with English
investors, leading to the change of manufacturer?
We do not know this for sure.
We do not know for how long and in what numbers
the Velograph was produced. The Velograph at the
Basler Papiermühle is marked with the engraved
number 7. However modest it might have been,
this probably indicates a production going beyond
a mere prototype phase. As only this specimen
is known, it is probably too early to tell. Of the
English production, the numbers 132, 165, 301, 364
and 429 are conirmed. So today, this beautiful
machine with Swiss roots is ultra-rare and soughtafter. We hope that with this article, we may have
shed new light on its history. ±

Greg Fudacz, a typewriter collector from Connecticut, reports that he has a sizeable number of machines
from his collection on display at the New Britain
Museum of American Art through June 1. The exhibition is titled “Click! Clack!
Ding! The American Typewriter,” and it includes over 20
machines spanning the irst
century of typewriter production, with a special emphasis
on machines manufactured
in Connecticut. See more information at the museum
website: www.nbmaa.org.
There are two international meetings this year that
ofer a chance to get together with fellow collectors
and share information about
writing machines. The irst
of these get-togethers takes
place June 6 to 8 Peter Mitterhofer Typewriter Museum
in Partschins, Italy. 9th
International Typewriter Collectors’ Meeting will feature
a special museum exhibit on
ciphers and secret messages, a presentation on three
Enigma code machines, a collectors’ exchange, plus
much good food and hiking. For more information see:
www.typewritermuseum.com.
And in the United States,
excitement runs high for
the three-day International
Typewriter Collectors Convention 2014 starting August 7 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Gabe Burbano has
worked tirelessly to bring
about this special event,
which is the irst such major
convention on U.S. soil in 14 years! At the Milwaukee
Public Museum, participants will be able to spend a
day at a special assemblage of some of the rarest typewriters known. There will also be swap meets and
seminars, and the chance to meet many fellow collectors you may have only “met” through email before.
More info, including registration: www.itcc2014.com.
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“Meet and Greet” for 2014!

A

From Our Members

No. 93, September 2013
• Burghagen’s typewriter publications • Bookkeeping typewriters • Urania with stroke counter• Automatic typewriters.
No. 94, December 2013
• Eraser shields • DEA typewriter

No.3 2014
• Curiosities of Historic Oice Technology: Is it
a radio, or a calculator? A look at the rare ARICI
55 Calculator Slide Rule Logarithmic Calculating
Machine.• More information on the Webb adder.
No.4 2014
• Curiosities of Historic Oice Technology: A
Walther shop window dummy: • The Chateau
Calculators • Notes on Ribbon Technology.

February 2014

• Mike Brown presents a special focus on typewriter repairmen, including a look at the possible irst typewriter
repair call, and the life and careers of two noted repairmen. • Letters from George Sholes’ collection • John Payton tells how to set up your own typewriter website.

No. 39, September 2013
• Continental RAPIDus bookkeeping typewriter
• Woodstock 5F instructions

No. 46, December 2013
• 43rd meeting of ANCMECA
• Breker auction
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New on the Shelf
Peter Weil: Smith Premier # 2 with
serial number marked as 131587 and
with tri-color ribbon switch (late,
1912); Remington # 1 Portable glass
counter-top display case, circa 1922,
used in a drugstore in Waynesburg,
Penn.
Gabe Burbano: Gold-plated Remington portable from 1950s, said to
be made for a Saudi prince.
Richard Amery: 1958 Olympia SM3
portable with 36 cm. wide carriage,
serial number 1223760. Green.
Terry Cooksley: Blick 3 bank portable, serial number E1194 (1919).
Black. National 3-bank portable. Serial No.4760 (circa 1920)
Black. Bijou 3-bank portable, serial No.81834 (circa 1920) Black.
Borsette 4-bank portable, serial
No.26538 (circa 1950) Blue.
Thomas Fürtig: Triumph Portable
model 1, beautiful creme-marble
inish (# 80109); Vitegraph, a
scarce spanish stenotype machine,
similar to the Grandjean Stenotype (# C 02136); Remington 17 de

Luxe, according to Russo only a
few thousand were made (# 7526);
Titania model 3a (serial number
700 / 2895).
Alfredo Sirvent: Oliver No. 15, serial number 21431; Oliver No. 12,
serial number 1030457; YOST 1 b,
serial number 8421; Underwood
No.5, serialnumber 2212-5; Transatlantic (Venus), serial number 657;
Victoria 4, serial number 512.
Tony Casillo: Oliver No.1.
John Payton: Elliott Fisher Book
Typewriter; Hermes Baby
Reinmar Wochinz: Crandall; Edison 2; Karli; Mignon No.4 in redbrown; Skandia; Thürey.
Nick Fisher: Empire No. 2 (English) serial number 135035. Sun
No3 serial number 27771; Contin
serial number V14155.
Ettore Poccetti: Peoples; World
No.1.
Herman Price: Lignose; Harvard

Automatic Imprinter and Index
Typewriter
Thingy;Caligraph
2 with unusual pinstriping and
scrollwork (Creelman Brothers
label); copper-plated Remington
No. 7; Perfected Type Writer 4, serial number 432 (Remington); Fox
No. 27 wide carriage; Jewett No.6;
Berni (Bing).
Javier Romano: Blick aluminum
Featherweight; Smith Premier
No.1
Flavio Mantelli: Gnom (rare French
variant for kids of the Liliput index); McLoughlin; Zerograph.
Lynda Beckler: Corona No. 3 Hebrew (reverse carriage) model; Meteor Model No. 2; lithograph of
C.L. Sholes.
Richard Polt: Lorenz Lo15 teletype; Remington KMC Deluxe;
Remington Noiseless 10 Deluxe;
Rooy Standard Minor; Sterling
(swinging sector) serial number
3124; Noiseless Portable; Salter Improved No. 6.
Bryan Kruk: Allen 3-bank portable.
Don Feldman: Chicago Decorated;
Jewett 3; New American; Hall No.
1; Williams No 4.
Mitchell Vassiliou: Hall Index
Typewriter from Boston
Zoltan Czala: Adler 30 with Serbian Cyrillic keyboard.
Tony Casillo shares a photo of his
beautiful shelf, and its rare occupants, including his new Oliver.
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